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Summer remains elusive in the UK, but this has enabled another burst of creativity, with newsletter
maps planned right up to January 2022, and other exciting projects in the pipeline. Stay tuned!

Date for your diary
We still intend to hold the third Schematic Mapping Workshop in
April 2022 but with a new venue (formerly Würzburg) owing to
one of the chairs moving to new employment. The workshop will
now take place at Ruhr-Universität Bochum on dates soon to be
announced. Check the workshop website for updates, including
the new submission timetable. The scope remains unchanged and
reports on all aspects of schematic map research are welcome.

Map of the Month: Exploring Washington, DC, Part 2: Adding a Twist
To complete the sequence of Washington, DC Metro maps commenced in the June newsletter, we need to
explore the isomers of the three levels of linearity previously investigated: tetralinear, hexalinear and
octolinear. The dual isomers of hexalinear maps are easiest to appreciate: one permits vertical lines but
not horizontal, and vice-versa. These can show, dramatically, the need to match design rules to network
properties and my good-twin – evil-twin London hexalinear pair remain amongst my favourites: London
designs require horizontal lines to be workable. The need to investigate the rotated isomers for tetralinear
and octolinear angles is less obvious, but rotation of a tetralinear design can result in a powerful image,
and rotating an octolinear Paris Metro map yields a good solution for showing the trajectory of Line 1.
Having created these maps, the
next step is to try and evaluate
them. Without effective, objective
automated measurement tools,
there will always be scope for
biases, but the least I can do is
highlight the criteria that seem to
differentiate the six maps here.
Simplicity: the fundamental basis
of schematisation is simplified line
trajectories. Compression is a
related issue for this sequence:
I was determined to use horizontal
text and adhere to the dimensions
of the official map and this led to
difficulties fitting in the stations,
bending some of the lines to make
space for them. A designer should
also avoid excessive topographical
distortion. Here, there are no clear
examples where distortion might
mislead passengers into taking

inefficient journeys, but it is still
preferable to avoid major conflict
with people’s mental models of
city structure where possible. This
includes placement of waterways,
parks and national monuments.
There is also a potential physical
overcrowding mitigation use for
the maps: passengers heading
north to the centre from Pentagon
(blue/yellow lines) have a choice of
routes, the blue one is direct but
feeds into the overcrowded eastwest spine, the yellow one requires
a change of lines but is just as fast
and much less crowded. Hence,
adjusting the relative lengths and
directness of the alternatives
might point more passengers
towards the less crowded route.
With these aims, I can devise a
numerical scoring system and try
to identify the most successful
designs although, even if I could
objectively select the best, this
doesn’t rule out another designer
elevating the other possibilities
with cleverer solutions.
By the criteria assembled, the
most successful maps include the
standard tetralinear from last
month (but its weaknesses are
topographical distortion and poor
overcrowding mitigation). The
rotated octolinear map (left) also
scores well, but loses points for
compression – it would be nicer if
expanded east-west – and also
overcrowding mitigation. The
hexalinear map (above) with
vertical lines seems to be a good
compromise, but this has northsouth compression and sharp
angles along the east-west spine.
The other maps lose out for complex line trajectories and east-west compression. The rotated tetralinear
map here is also very distorted – I am yet to find a network that maps well with only 45º diagonals.
Lack of space precludes a more detailed analysis of these six designs, but I am considering writing up this
sequence for an academic publication, watch this space. Next month we curve Washington, DC. To find
out what is in store, subscribe to my newsletter at www.tubemapcentral.com.
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